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PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES FOR 
NONSTRICTLY HYPERBOLIC SEMILINEAR SYSTEMS IN 

ONE SPACE DIMENSION I 
BY 

LUCIO MICHELI 

ABSTRACT. We consider the creation and propagation of singularities in the solutions 
of semilinear nonstrictly hyperbolic systems in one space dimension when the initial 
data has jump discontinuities. We show that singularities travelling along character-
istics can branch at points of degeneracy of the vector fields on all other forward 
characteristics. 

We prove a lower bound for the strength of these new singularities, and we give an 
example showing that our result cannot be improved in general. 

1. Introduction. In the last few years the problem of the creation and propagation 
of singularities for strictly hyperbolic semilinear systems has been studied in great 
detail (see [1, 2, 3]), but a recent example [4] has shown that new phenomena can 
occur when characteristics of variable multiplicity are present. 

In this paper we study the Cauchy problem for a nonstrictly hyperbolic semilinear 
system in one space dimension when the initial data UO is in COO except for finitely 
many jump discontinuities in UO or in its derivatives. We restrict ourselves to 
diagonal systems in which exactly two families of characteristic curves are tangent 
along a smooth noncharacteristic curve while all others are transversal. We also 
assume that the order of contact is constantly equal to p - 1, p even, and the 
coefficients of the system are smooth. 

A locally bounded solution u of our system is uniquely determined by its initial 
data uO, and it is natural to consider the problem of describing the strength and the 
location of the singularities of u. We say that u has order m across a curve if all of its 
first m partial derivatives are continuous across the curve, but the same is not true 
for m + 1. Jump discontinuities have order -1. The typical situation that we are 
going to study is sketched in Figure 1.1. 

We consider a characteristic C1 carrying a singularity of order nl' and we assume 
that at point P there is a characteristic C2 tangent to C1 with an order of contact 
equal to p - 1. We assume also that the other characteristics through Pare 
transversal and there are no other incoming singularities. 

First of all there is a linear phenomenon: a singularity travelling along a 
characteristic can branch at a point of degeneracy onto the tangent characteristic, 
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FIGURE 1.1 

and it is easy to show that, in the case of Figure 1.1, the solution is of order n1 + 1 
across C2 • 

Then there is a nonlinear phenomenon: the point of degeneracy of a characteristic 
bearing singularity is a source of new singularities travelling on all forward char-
acteristics from that point. It is hard to determine the strength of these new 
singularities, as it depends not only on the strength of the incoming singularity but 
also on the order of contact of the tangent characteristics. Rauch and Reed 
conjectured in [4] that the right answer was given by the formula 

n1 + n1 + 1 + 2 +(p -1). 

We prove a better result: namely, the order of u is 

(n 1 + n1 + 1 + 2)p, 

and we give an example to show that this is best possible (see §5). 
There are substantial new difficulties to overcome. In the strictly hyperbolic case, 

piecewise smooth initial data give rise to a piecewise smooth solution. Rauch and 
Reed use this fact to reduce many proofs to studying the propagation of jumps along 
the singularity bearing curves. In the nonstrictly hyperbolic case this is no longer 
possible, even if the initial data are piecewise smooth. The solution will have 
unbounded derivatives near the outgoing characteristic from P. This is not merely a 
technical difficulty, but a basic feature of nonstrictly hyperbolic problems. (See [4, 5, 
6].) Moreover, the higher order derivatives of u will not even be Ll near these 
characteristics. This poses a major problem, since we wish to express derivatives of 
the components of u as integrals over backward characteristics. We overcome this 
difficulty by observing that, near each characteristic, only certain directional deriva-
tives of certain components of u blow up. We develop a calculus for recursively 
proving this fact and using it to show that in the integrals over backward characteris-
tics, the high order singularities cancel out. 

2. Existence of the solution. Throughout this paper we consider only local 
properties of the solution near the curve of degeneracy and, without loss of 
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generality, our system can be cast in the form: 
XiU(X, t) = /;(x, t, u), i = 1, ... ,n; u(x,O) = UO(x), 

(2.1) where Xi denotes the vector field at + Ai(X, t )ax , and 

AI(X, t) = a(x, t)(t - iy-l; A2 (X, t) = O. 
We may assume that i is a fixed positive number, a(x, t) ~ al > 0, and Ai' /;, and a 
are smooth functions. We consider u only in a trapezoidal region RT whose 
boundary is composed on the left by the curve tangent at each point to the 
characteristic vector field of maximal speed, on the right by the curve tangent at 
each point to the characteristic vector field of minimal speed, and above and below 
bythelinest = T(T> i)andt = O. 

The vector fields Xl and X2 are parallel on the line t = i, and we impose the 
following nontangency conditions on the remaining characteristic vector fields: 

(2.2) inf IAi(X,t)-A/X,t)I~~>o fori,j=l, ... ,n, 
(x,t)ER T 

i > j, (j, i) -4= (1,2). 

We shall use the following terminology: x = y;(t; x o, to) represents the ith char-
acteristic passing through (xo, to). The characteristics through (0, i) playa special 
role in the sequel and are denoted by Ci (our argument is local and we can assume 
that every Yi(t; x o, to) exists in RT)' The functions Yi can be inverted for i = 
3, 4, ... ,n, while for i = 1 we can denote the two branches of the inverse function by 
t = Yl~~(X; x o, to) (YI~~(X; Xo, to) ~ i) and t = YI~~ (x; x o, to) (YI~~X; x o, to) < i). 
We also use the space C';(RT \ S) of Rn-valued functions on RT \ S which are m 
times continuously differentiable on RT \ S and all the first m partial derivatives 
have continuous extensions to the boundaries. 

In this section we prove the existence of a solution of (2.1) in an appropriate 
space, involving derivatives of order nl + 2, when we choose the initial data UO such 
that 

U? E C~(Uil \{ YI(O,O, i)}) n Cnl(Uil), 

u~ E C~(Uil \{O}) n Cn2(Uil); u? E C<Xl(Uil) 'Vi> 2. 
(2.3) 

In the sequel we always assume n 2 ~ n l . The other case can be treated likewise after 
the change of coordinates (x, t) --+ (y, t), wherey = YI(i; x, t), that reverses the role 
of C1 and C2 • 

We will look for the solution of our system as a fixed point, in an appropriate 
space of vector functions, of the map 

(2.4) (.,((u);(x, t) = U?(Yi(O; x, t)) + f /;(u(Yi(r; x, t), r), Yi(r; x, t), r) dr. 
° In fact, if w = .,((w, then w satisfies (2.1) in the sense of distributions and takes on 

the correct initial data. The space of functions that we must choose has a rather 
complicated definition because we must allow certain derivatives of order n l + 2 to 
be unbounded, but integrable, near CI and C2 for t ~ i; at the same time all the 
derivatives are bounded everywhere for t < i. In fact if we start with a jump of order 
n travelling on CI and a jump of order n2 travelling on C2, we expect the following 
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picture to be true: For t < i, where the system is strictly hyperbolic, the jump 
discontinuities propagate along the characteristics C1 and C2 ; for t > i the deriva-
tives of order n1 + 1 still exhibit only jump discontinuities (on C1 if n 2 > n1, on C1 
and C2 if n 2 = n1), but certain derivatives of order n1 + 2 will behave like (distance 
from C1 or C2)-1+1/p; hence, they are unbounded but integrable (see 
(2.5)(ii), (a), (b»; however, some derivatives of order n1 + 2 still exhibit only jump 
discontinuities (see (2.5)(iii», and this feature will be basic in the smoothness results 
of §§3 and 4. More precisely, we define pn,.nz to be the space of vector functions 
u = {u i }7=1 such that 

(2.5) 

Moreover, if Qi , i = 1, ... ,4, are the open regions of Figure 2.1, the following 
estimates hold, withy(x, t) = Y1(i; x, t) (see Figure 2.1): 

1/ p-l 
(a) sup la;, +2U1 (X, t)lli -t + IY(x, t)1 PI 

(x,t)~Dz 
t<t 

+ sup la;,+2 u1 (x, t)1 + sup la;,+2 u1 (x, t)lly(x, t)11-1/P 

(x,tlED, (x,t)EU:_zDj 

= Ml(U) < + 00; 

(b) 
t<t 

+ sup la;,+2U21Ixll-lIP + sup la;,+2 u21 
(X,tlEDz uD3 uD. (x,t)EO, 

= M2(U) < +00. 

FIGURE 2.1 
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(iii) (nXfnatn)Ul E C*(RT\(CI U C2»), 
" 

(iv) 

(v) 

L(an + f3,,) = n1 + 2, Lan;;:' 1, 

a/qa;I+2- qu2 E C*(RT\(CI U C2») if! ~ q ~ nl + 2; 

(
cnl+l(RT) n C~I+2(RT\Cl) 

u, E 
I Cnl+l(R T) n C~I+2(RT\(Cl U C2») 

u;(x,O) = u? 

ifnI> n 2 , i = 3, ... ,n, 
ifn l =n 2 ; 

Weare now ready to state the existence theorem: 

455 

THEOREM 2.1. Let RT be a region of IR 2 as described in the introduction. If the initial 
data Uo satisfies conditions (2.3) then there is a unique solution of problem (2.1) in the 
space F nl. n2. 

The crucial step is to show that vIt takes F n l. n 2 into itself. It is relatively 
straightforward, using Lemma 2.1 of [2], to show that vltu satisfies conditions 
(2.5)(i), (iii), (v). 

We will now prove (ii)(b) for (vltuh- The proof of (ii)(a) is obtained in the same 
way after having "straightened out" the first vector field with the change of 
coordinates </>: (x, t) --+ (y, t), Y = 'Yl(i; x, t). The vector field Xl is in fact mapped 
in </>Xl = (0,1) and X2 in X2 = (-(t - i)p-liX(y, t), 1). We thus obtain the same 
type of geometry with a reversed role for Xl and X2. For x =1= ° all derivatives of 
order n l + 2 of any u in F nl. n2 are integrable functions along any ith characteristic, 
i;;:. 1 (see Lemma 2.2); to compute a;l +2U2 we can use formula (2.4), taking the 
derivative under the integral sign. 

(2.6) a;I+2(vltu)ix, t) = a;I+2uO(x) + f a;I+2f2(u(x, r), x, r) dr 

° 
+ All( x, 'Yl~~ (x; 0, i»)[ a;l + lf2 (u)] (X'Yl-,2(x;O,i» 

'x {(x, t): x> 0, t > 'Yl~~(X; 0, i)} 

+ All( x, 'Yl~l (x; 0, i»)[ a;l + lf2 (u)] (X'Yl-,l(x;O.i» 

'x{(x, t): x> 0, t > 'Yl~l(x;o, i)}, 

where ['](X'Yi) denotes the jump across C; from right t_o left. Using its definition, we 
can easily prove the following expression for 'Yl(t; y, t): 

'Yl(t; 'Y, i) = y +(t - iVG(y, t); 
(2.7) - P 1 1/ (r - t) - ( -) G(y, t) = _ _ p a 'Yl(r; 'Y, t), r dr. 

t (t - t) 

As a2 > a(x, t) > a l > ° in R T, then a3 > G(y, t) > a 4 > 0. Moreover, 

ClX-1+l/p ~ IAll(x, 'Yl~l(x; 0, i»)1 ~ C2 X-1+l/p • 

H 
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Using these inequalities and (2.5)(ii) to estimate the derivatives of u, we get from 
(2.6) the following bound on 0;1 +2(vltuh(x, t) for every (x, t) in ~2 U ~3 U ~4' 
t> t: 

10;1+2{vltuh(x, t)1 ~ C1 (1 + x-1+ 1/ p + f~ _ [y{x, r)]-l+l/P dr) 
Yl,-Xx;O,t) 

~ C2(1 + X-1+ 1/ p + f~ Ix - (r - iVG{y{x, r), r )1-1+ 1/ P dr) 
Yl,-X X) 

(2.8) ~ c3( 1 + x-1 + 1/ p + iT Ix - ql-l+l/P q-l+l/p dq ) 

~ c4(1 + X-1+ 1/ p + X-1+2/ p foT (I - srl+l/ps-l+l/Pds) 

~ c5 {1 + X-1+ 1/ p ), 

where we have used (2.7) to expressy(x, r). 
A similar proof gives the desired bound in region ~4 for t < i. The proof of 

(2.5)(iv) is based on the following computational lemma that insures that 0;1 +2 Uj , 

i = 1,2, are integrable functions along any Jth characteristic,J ~ 3. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let y(x, t) = Yl(i; x, t). Then the two functions y/r; x, t)-l+l/p and 
[y(y/r; x, t), r)]-l+l/p are integrable in the r-variable everywhere in [0, T] and 
V(x, t) E RTifJ ~ 3. 

PROOF. We give the proof for the second function; the other can be treated 
similarly. 

Let t/x, t) be the second coordinate of the intersection between y/r; x, t) and 
C1. y(x, t) is zero for any point (x, t) E C1, hence y(y/r; x, t), r) = 0 when 
r = t/x, t). We have to expand y(y/r; x, t), r) in Taylor series near t/x, t). As 
y(x, t) = Yl(i; x, t) we get 
(2.9) Y(Yj{r; x, t), r) = (r - tJ[03Yl(i; yih; x, t), h) 

+ 02Yl(i; yi h ; x, t), h)AAYih; x, t), h)]lh=tj+J"(r-ty 

JE (0,1), 
where 

OjyiXl; x 2, x 3) = ox;yiXl; x 2, X3)' i = 1,2,3. 
Our function [y(y/r; x, t), rW1+1/ p will be integrable if we prove that the 

quantity inside brackets is bounded away from zero. 
Recalling (2.7), we have 

x = Yl(i; x, t) +(t - iVG(Yl(i; x, t), t), 
which implies 

(2.10) - 1 
O2 Yl (t; x, t) = _ p (_ ) , 

1 +(t - t) 0lG Yl{t; x, t), t 
- -AI 

°3Yl{t;X,t) = - p (- )' 1 +(t - t) 01 Yl(t; x, t), t 
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as <\[(t - i)pG(y, t)] = AI' by the definition of G. The bracketed quantity then 
equals 

A. - Al I 
J _ p hi h; x, t}, h ) , 

1 +(t - t) alG h=I\(X.I)+l(r-Ij) 
which is bounded away from zero for the non tangency condition (2.2). 

We can now prove (2.5)(iv) for (.Du)}' j ~ 3, by just differentiating (2.4) and 
applying Lemma 2.2. LetYj = y/i; x, t). Then 
(2.11) 

a.:\+2(.DuL(x, t} = [(a2yAo; yix, t), i)axYi x , t}aqf+\J(q}] 

'yiO; x, t} + f [(a2yAr; yi x , t), i)axYj(x, t}axf+ 2fj] 
.(u, yAr; yi x , t), i), r) dr 

+ axt/x, t} [( a2yA ti; Yj' i)axyjaxr\ +\ LY\(lj(x.I);O.i);lj(x.I»· 
The term axtlx, t) is shown to be bounded taking the derivative of the equality 
defining t}' y/t/x, t); x, t) = Yl(t/X, t); 0, i), which gives 

a2yA tix,t};x,t) . 
(2.12) laxt/x, t}1 = Al _ Aj < Cl as] ~ 3. 

Estimate (2.5)(iv) follows immediately from (2.5)(ii), (2.11), (2.12), and Lemma 2.2. 
Thus,.Du E F n \.n2 if u E F n\.n2. To solve.Du = u we show that.D is a contraction 
on a ball in F n\.n2 in a suitable norm. Define 

n 
(2.13) Ilulllo = L Ilu illc:\+\(RT\(c\uC2 ».lo 

i=l 

where 
k S 

Ilu illc!(R T\(c\uC2 ».lo L L sup l(ax}/(aJS-1Ui(x, t}1 
s=1 0 (x.t)ER T\(C\UC2 ) 

t~to 

and 
nl +1 

M/O(U} = M/O(u} + sup L l(aJ /(Xir\+2-IUi l, i = 1,2. 
(x.t)ER T\(C\UC2 ) 1=0 

M/o is defined as in (2.5)(iii), adding the condition t ~ to' and £1 is a pOSItive 
constant that will be chosen shortly. We first show that.D maps a ball in F n \.n2 of 
radius 211uoillo into itself if to is small enough. The two basic tools are Lemma 2.2 and 
the estimates 
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and 

i t (( ))-l+l/p (( ))-1+2/p Yl r;x,1 dr::;;;. C2 y x,1 , 
o 

obtained in (2.8). From the definition (2.l3) of II . 1110 ' it is clear that the only term 
requiring some attention is 

We show how to bound M~O(..,((u); the other two terms can be treated likewise. Let 
lIulilo ::;;;. 2l1uolllo; then 

(2.14) EIM~o(..,((u)::;;;, 2C1101luillo 

+E1 sup {IXll-l/PIAl11( x, Yl~: (x; 0, 1))[ a;1 +Y2] <x'Y1~1x» 
(X,I)ERT 

+ fO i~1Ia;1+2uiaJ21(x, r)lxI 1 - 1/P dr} 

::;;;. C2{ lolluillo + E111ullc:1+1 + 10M~0(u) 

+ M{O(u) fO IxI1- 1/P ly(x, r )1-1+1/P dr} 

::;;;. c3 (to + fJllulito ::;;;. c4 (to + E1)IIuOillo' 

Choosing f1 and to small enough, one gets lI..,((u lito::;;;' 2l1uolllo' The proof that..,(( is a 
contraction follows the same lines. Of the various terms of lI..,((u - ..,((wll t we show _ 0 

only how to bound flM~O(",((u - ..,((w), the remaining ones being similar. 

(2.15) EIM~O(J(u -J(w) ~ Ellxll-I/PIAill(x, 'Yl~:(x))[la;I+I/2(U) - a;1+ 1/ 2(w)IL'Yl-}(X» 

+Ellxll-l/PIAlll( x, 'Yl~! (x)) [la;1 +lU2 (u) - /2 (w))ILx'Yl-.~(X)) 

+ sup 1'0 Edxrl+l/Pla;1+2U2(U) - /2(w))I(x,r) dr 
(x.I)ER r ° 
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.,.; C2 { (EI + to) lIuOlltoliu - wllto 

+ . sup [loto t [laJ2(W)II(a;I+2 Ui - a;'l+2Wi)IEllxll-I/P 
(.\.t)ER T I-I 

+ la;'l +2 ui IEllxl-1+ I/PI( aJ2 (u) - aJ2 (w))l] (x, r) dr] 

.,.; C3 X (EI + to)lluOlitoliu - Wilt} 

This shows the existence of a solution u E F n l. n 2 for a small time; one would like to 
apply this local existence theorem finitely many times to get existence in all R T • For 
this purpose one must prove a priori bounds on the solution u to be sure that the 
interval of existence does not shrink to zero. This can be accomplished, following the 
scheme of §2 of [2], using estimates like (2.8) and (2.11). The proof is trivial and will 
be omitted. 

3. Smoothness of the solution. In the previous section we have shown that if the 
initial data satisfy conditions (2.3), then the system we are considering has a classical 
solution in RT \ (C1 U C2 ) even if n1 = -1, the case corresponding to a jump 
discontinuity in u~. However, certain derivatives of order n1 + 2 of u blow up near 
C1 and C2 • When one tries to take more derivatives of u using formula (2.4), one 
soon finds that the functions involved are no longer integrable unless one makes a 
very careful choice of the differential operators appearing under the integral sign. 
More precisely, we are going to show that derivatives like X/uJ are bounded near Ci , 

away from (0, i), for i, j = 1, ... , nand '\;j k. This will permit us to find an explicit 
representation of the derivatives of any order of u in RT \ (U7_1CJ again using the 
map .A, provided that only the differential operator Xi appears in the portion of 
integral crossing Ci • This allows us to set up a bootstrap argument to prove that the 
solution u is actually in COO(RT \ (U7_ 1CJ). 

THEOREM 3.1. Let u be a solution of system (2.1) with initial data UO satisfying the 
regularity conditions (2.3). Then u E COO(RT \ (U7_ 1Ci ». 

PROOF. Let Dau i be a derivative of ui of order a. Suppose by induction that 
(3.1)(i)u E [cn,+l+k(RT\(U7_1CJW, 
(ii) XtDn, +lUJ is continuous across Ci \ {(O, i)} if i =1= j, h ~ k; XihDnj +lUi is 

continuous up to Ci \ {(O, i)}, h ~ k. 
We postpone the proof of the case k = 1, and we start assuming (3.1) to be true 

for k. Using the system we get that derivatives like 
nXiqiDnl +lX;UJ 
i.q; 

(where i = 1, ... ,n, L~ai + r = k + 1, r:;;' 1) exist and are continuous in 
RT \ (U7_1CJ, and this implies the existence and the continuity, in the same region, 
of 

X;nX?'Dnl +lUJ • 
i.q; 
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C. t ~ 

Ci ----
(0, f)r--___ _ 

C. 
'1 

q 

FIGURE 3.1 

Moreover, we have that 
Xf+IDnl+IUJ = xfbn1+IUJ + XfDnl+I/Au) 

clearly satisfies, by the inductive hypothesis at step k, the desired properties near CJ • 

Let us now fix the index} of the component of the solution. We can straighten out 
the}th characteristic vector field by applying the change of coordinates I/>J: (x, t) -+ 

(q, t), where we have set q = rAi; x, t). For simplicity we will again call X;, A;,f; the 
vector fields and the functions of the new variables corresponding to X;, A;, I;. The 
map I/>J preserves the non tangency conditions (2.2) for the vector fields different 
from Xl and X2 • The region RT is subdivided by the characteristics C; into various 
subregions. Let us focus on one of them. The situation is sketched in Figure 3.1. 

x 

FIGURE 3.2 

We assume that the derivatives of order k + 1 of uj exist below C;, and we prove 
they also exist in the open region 0 between C;2 and C;. C;l is there only to pick an 
initial value for uJ . We can also assume that no other characteristic Cr lies between 
C;, C;l' C;2 The argument we present works everywhere in RT if } ~ 3. If} = 1,2, 
owing to the tangency of the vector fields Xl and X2 , we can use it only outside a 
region B containing the line t = i, but no Cr , as in Figure 3.2. The proof that 
U; E C OO ( B) for i = 1,2 is trivial and will be sketched at the end of this section. 

To show that uJ is in Ck+I(O), we need only prove the existence and continuity 
across C; of X/+IDnl+IUJ , as we already know the existence of the derivatives of 
order n l + 1 + k + 1 containing at least one differentiation along the direction XJ 
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(in the open region that we are considering, Xi and XJ cannot be parallel). We can 
also assume nnl +1 = 0;1 +1, as we can write any direction as aOq + bXb and the 
terms containing XJ are continuous by the previous argument. The following 
formula for the change of order of differentiation holds: 

(3.2) XrXjF(x, I) = (XjXr - kf.l C:[X;+l( t r - XJ _))] 
s=o 02YJ I; yAx, 1),1 

.Xj-S-l( 02YA/~:~(~:/)' i) )(Xr - XJ) }F(X, I) 

(r =t= j), 
where cg = 1, c:+ 1 = c: + (:), 0 < S ~ k, cz~i = 1. Using the previous formula 
and recalling that in the (q, I)-plane XJ is parallel to aI, we have 
(3.3) 

k-l 
XJX/O;l+lUJ = X/a;l+lxJuJ + L c:[ X:+1(Xi(q, 1)(a2Yi(/; Yi(q, I), i))-l)] 

s=o 
k-s-l 

. L [Xik-S-l-/a2Yi(/; Yi(q, I), i)X-/(q, I)] x!(Xi - XJ)a;l+luJ 
1=0 

( a f ( ) [1 Xi ( q, I ) l) xkn nl + 1 = J J u + Xi og ( -) i UJ a2 Yi I; Yi ( q, I), I 

+F;-.k-l(U) + L (aJJ)x/nnl+lUn 
r,,'1 

r=1.2 •...• n 

where FJ.k- 1 contains only derivatives like Xrnnl+lu, a ~ k - 1. Formula (3.3) 
makes sense since Xi> a J > 0 if i =t= j (because we are in R T \ (C1 U C2 ) and 
because of conditions (2.2)). Using (3.3) and the continuity of X/O;l +lUj across Ci, 
we get the following explicit expression for (X/a;l +lUj)(q, I): 
(304) 
(Xta;l+luJ(q, I) 

~ exp(M,(q, t)){(x:a;,+'uJ(q, t,(q)) 

+ it e-Mj(q.S)[ f. (arfj)x/a;l+lU r + FJ.k-l](q, s) dS} 
Ib(q) r=l 

r"'j 
where 

and 
bE (0,1). 
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For (q, t) in g we can try to compute x/+la;1+1u/ q, t} by differentiating the r.h.s. 
of (3.4). Formally, we obtain 
(3.5) 
x;+1a;1+1uiq, t) = (X;Mj)(q, t)(X/a;1+1Uj )(q, t) + exp(Mj(q, t)) 

. { X,( x,'a;' HUJ( q. t,( q)) 

+xjt e-Mi(q,S)[';' a ixkan1 +1u + F ](q s) ds} I i..J rJj I q r j,k-1, . th(q) r=1 
r*j 

The only term on the r.h.s. of (3.5) that must be shown to be well defined is the 
derivative of the integral, as the other ones involve only derivatives of order at most 
n1 + 1 + k in g and derivatives of order n1 + 1 + k + 1 at (q, tb(q)} where they 
are known to exist. To compute the derivative of the integral we use a procedure 
consisting of creating under the integral sign the differential operator Xr in front of 
aJjX/a;l +1Ur (because the derivatives that are created have already been shown to 
exist) and X; in front of Fj,k-1' 

x;t [arfj(u)X;ka;1+1ur]e-Mi(q, s) ds 
th(q) 

(3.6) = A;(q, t) lim .l{jy;-l(q+tlq;s,t) [e-MiarfjX/a;1+1ur](q + !l.q,s) ds 
tlq->o!l.q th(q+tlq) 

- t [e-Miarfjx/a;1+1Ur](q,S)ds}. 
th(q) 

We break up the path of integration in several parts according to the scheme in 
Figure 3.3 (we have supposed that Cr is steeper than C;, but the same argument 
works for the other case): 

(q, t) 
(q, "I; 1 (q; q + llq, 

"Ii 1 (q + llq; 0, t)) 

(q, "Ii 1 (q; 0, t) 

(q, "I;l(q; q + llq, 

"Ii 1 (q + llq; q, t») 

(q, tb(q» 

_"="'(q + llq, "Ii 1 (q + llq; q, t» 

(q + llq, "I;l(q + llq; 

q, "Ii 1 (q; 0, t)) 

__ -::;;:;:~(q + llq, "Ii 1 (q + llq; 0, t) 

(q + llq, "I; l(q + llq; q, tb(q») 

(q + llq, tb(q + llq» 

--------~----------~-----+ q 

FIGURE 3.3 
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Let exp( -M)ar~X/a;1 + 1Ur = Vr. Then the r.h.s. of (3.6) can be written as 

Ai(q, t) lim ~ jy,-l(q+t:.q:q,th(q)) CJ,.(q + 6.q,s) ds 
t:.q--+o6.q th(q+t:.q) 

(3.7) 
+ [f~~I(q+t.q:O,i) CJ,.(q + 6.q,s) ds 

y, (q+t:.q:q,th(q)) 

- jy,-l(q: q+t.q, y,-I(q+t.q:o, I)). vA q, s) dS] 
th ( q) 

+ f~,~I(q+t.~:q,y,-I(q:O,i)) CJ,.(q + 6.q,s) ds 
y, (q+t.q,O,t) 

- f~~I(q:O'I) -I _ CJ,.( q, s) ds 
y, (q:q+t.q.y, (q+t.q:O,t)) 

+ [f~,~I(q+t.q;O,i~1 _ Vr(q + 6.q, s) ds 
y, (q+t.q:q.y, (q:O.t)) 

- f~~l(q:q_+t:.q,y,-l(q+t.q:q,t)) CJ,.(q,s) dS] 
y, (q:O,t) 

- fl -I Vr(q,s)ds. y, (q:q+t.q,y, (q+t.q:q,t)) 

In the first integral inside each bracket we use the change of variables 

s (l) = Y r- 1 (q + 6.q; q, l), 
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whose Jacobian is given by J(q + 6.q,q,/) = a3Yr- 1(q + 6.q;q,l), where J(q,q,/) = 1 
smce 

( ) _. Yr-1(q;q,l+6.l)_y;1(q;q,l) 
J q,q,l - hm 6.1 t./--+o 

= lim :1 (l + 6.l - l) = 1. t./--+o u 

Hence, 

(3.8) lim } [J(q + 6.q, q, I) - 1] = lim Al [J(q + 6.q, q, I) - J(q, q, I)] 
t.q--+o uq t.q--+o uq 

= (a 1a3Yr- 1)(q; q, I) = (a3a1Yr- 1)(q; q, l) = a/A~1(q, I). 

The limit for 6.q ~ 0 of the sum of the two square brackets is then equal to 

lim ~jy,-l(q:q+t.q,y,-l(q+t.q:q,t)) [Ur(q + 6.q,Yr- 1(q + 6.q; q, I)) 
t.q--+O 6.q th(q) 

(3.9) . J (q + 6.q, q, I) - CJ,. ( q, l)] dl 

= r [A~1(q, I)XPr +(aIA~1)Vrl(q, I) dl, 
Ih(q) 
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where we have used equality (3.8). The integrand in the Lh.s. of (3.9) is continuous 
and integrable. In fact, using (3.2) we get 

XU = X (e-Mja j.xkanl +1u ) rr r TJ I q r 

+e-Mja I'. { xkx::!nl +lU + k~l Ck [XS+1a] Xk-s-1a-1anl +lU } 
rJJ I ,.., q l' £... s I } q l' 

s=O 

= [X (e-Mjaj.)]Xkanl+1u +e-Mjaj.XkDnl+1r +R 
r rJ I q r r J I ir k-l' 

where a(a, t) = (AI' - Ai)(aiYi(t; 'Yi(q, t), i»-l and Rk contains only derivatives of 
order n 1 + 1 + k that exist up to Ci ; a and a-1 are COO(g) functions for the usual 
restrictions (2.2) on the vector fields. Moreover, Xr ( e - MjaJ) contains only first 
order derivatives that are at least integrable. 

The limit of the remaining terms on the r.h.s. of (3.7) is easily taken, and the result 
is the following explicit formula. 

LEMMA 3.1. For every (q, t) in g we have 

(3.10) (x/,+la;l+luJ(q, t) = (Xi MJ(X/'a;l+luJ(q, t) 

+eM"",,( X,( x,'a;'''u,)(q, t,(q)) 

n 

+ r L (A~lXPr +(aIA~l)u;.)(q, s) tis 
Ih(q) 1'=1 

r,;,j 

n 

+ L [(A~l(q, tb(q)) - a/b(q))u;.(q, tb(q)) 
1'=1 
r,;,j 

One can repeat the same argument in the region above Ch and then for the other 
components of u. 

x/,+la;l +lUj computed as above seems to have a jump discontinuity across Ci . 

This depends only on the technique we had to use in order to avoid the creation of 
certain derivatives of order n 1 + 1 + k + 1 inside the integrals. But once we know 
that X/,+la;l+lU r exists continuously up to Ci for r = 1, ... ,n, we can repeat our 
argument, taking, inside the integrals, derivatives along the ith direction on all the 
functions. This eliminates the jump across Ci . The previous argument does not work 
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for ui ' i = 1,2, in region B of Figure 3.3. We fix e > 0 and define 
BE = B () { ( x, t): y ( x, t) > e if t > i} () { ( x, t) : x > eif t > i}, 

wherey(x, t) = 'Y1(i; x, t). 
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BE has a role similar to R T , if we draw the first or second backward characteristic 
from any point in BE it will intersect aBE () aB, that we can consider as a nonchar-
acteristic initial line. We want to prove that 't/e > 0, u i' i = 1,2, are in C k +1+ nl +l(Bf ), 

knowing that Ui E ck+1+nl +1 below BE and u r E ck+1+nl +1(R T ) if r = 3, ... ,n. We 
can consider U r' r ~ 3, as fixed C k+ 1+ nl + 1 functions and need only prove that the 
semilinear nonstrictly hyperbolic system XiU i = F;, i = 1,2, with initial data in 
ck+1+nl +l(aB) and F; E ck+1+nl +l(B.), has a solution in the same space. This can 
be accomplished by a straightforward contraction map argument that we omit. 

The case k = 1 could be treated, if n 1 ~ 0, in exactly the same way, also using the 
definition of F nl,n2. But if n1 = -1, we cannot use the trick of linearizing in the 
higher order derivative as in (3.3). We then have to use a less intuitive procedure. As 
u is in F nl,n 2, we need only show that X 1D ni +l Uj is continuous across C1 \ {(O, in 
forj> 1 (if n 1 = n 2 we must repeat the same proof for C2 ), We consider X 1D ni +lU2 ; 

the other components can be treated similarly. The only interesting case is D nl + 1 = 
a;1 + 1, because otherwise we can use the system to lower the order of the derivatives. 
We have the following expressions for the jumps of ala;1 +lU2 and a;1 +2 U2 across the 
two branches of C1: 

(3.11) [aa nl +1U] -I - = [a nl +1f(u)] -I -I x 2 (X,'YI,+(x;O,I» x 2 (X,'YI.+(X;O,t), 
(-) (-) 

(3.12) [a);1 + 1U2 ] (x''YI~~(x;o,i» = -( ax'Y1~l (x; 0,1»)[ a;1 + 1/2 (u)] (X''YI-.~(X;O.i» 
(-) (-) 

= -Al1( x, 'Y1~t( x; 0, i»)[ a;1 + Y2 (u)] (X'YI~~(X;O.i»· 
(-) 

From (3.11) and (3.12) we get 
(3.13) 

[x1a;'I+lU 2 ] (X,Y!,+-(x» = [ala;I+1 U2] (X,'YI,+-(x» + [A1a;I+2U2] (x ,'YI.+-(x» = o. 
(-) (-) (-) 

4. Smoothness across ~,j ~ 3. We can now consider the regularity of the solution 
u of our system across the characteristics Cj , j ~ 3. If the system were linear the 
solution would be smooth across them; in the semilinear case we prove instead that u 
is at least of order (n1 + n1 + 1 + 2)p on Cj for j ~ 3. The counterexample in the 
last section shows that this is the best possible result in the general case. The proof is 
quite long, and we subdivide it into various steps. 

Step 1. u E c 2(n l +1)(R T \(C1 U C2 », (atX1)nl+1Uj E qRT),j = 3, ... ,n. 
We prove Step 1 by induction. We know already from §2 that U j E C nl + 1( R T ) if 

j ~ 3 and u i E C~I + 1( RT \ C;) if i = 1,2. If n 1 = -1 there is nothing to prove; 
hence, we assume n1 ~ O. This enables us to use the same procedure as in §3. More 
precisely, let V be the differential operator defined by 

( (a x )s/2 
L S = I 1 

X 1(at X 1)(S-1)/2 if s is odd. 
(4.1) 

if s is even, 
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We assume by induction that u E cn,+I+k(RT\(CI U C2», Ln,+I+k Uj E C(R T ) 

Vi ;;. 3, k;;. 0, and we want to prove an analogous statement for k + 1. Any 
derivative of uj of order n l + 1 + k containing a differentiation along the direction 
~ can be shown to be continuous using the system and the inductive hypothesis. 
Hence, we need only prove that L n, +l+k+IUj E C(R T ), as at (or Xl) and Xj are 
nonparallel vector fields. Following the same procedure of §3, we consider the linear 
equation satisfied by L n, + l+kUj , write an integral formula for its solution (not 
containing Ln,+l+ku), and then compute L",+I+k+lUj with it, being careful to 
create the right kind of derivatives inside the integrals involved. We first need a 
formula for XjLn,+I+k Uj in terms of derivatives like L'uj , ifi;;. 3, s ~ n1 + 1 + k, 
and a;u i for i = 1,2, s ~ n l + 1. The following formula is easily proven by induc-
tion: 

(4.2) 

i = 1, ... ,n, i;;. 3, 

with conditions 

2 [nl + 1 + k + 1 ] maxaj ~ 2 ' 
I 

where ha are COC functions of their arguments and /(m, n) is given by 

(4.3) /(m, n) = max(mp - n,O). 

The different bounds on max/a~, aJ) depends on the order in which we take the 
derivatives in L n, + I +k. The idea is that a derivative like atu l can be written as 
Xl U I - Alaxul , while any derivative of uj is a linear combination, with COO coeffi-
cients in R T, of at (or Xl) and Xj. 

We can then follow the scheme of §3 step by step: using (4.2) we can write a 
formula similar to (3.4) for Ln,+I+k Uj . To compute Ln,+l+k+I Uj we can use the 
procedure of Lemma 3.1. Namely, inside the various integrals corresponding to the 
various terms of the sum in the r.h.s. of (4.2), we create (with a change of variable 
similar to the one used before) a differential operator according to the following 
rule: 

Xi in front of Ln,+l+k u" i;;. 3, i =f. i, at (or Xl according to the parity of 
n I + 1 + k) in front of the remaining ones. 

The terms, analogous to the ones in (3.10), coming from the segment near CI (or 
C2 ) and (x, t) either vanish or are continuous, as all the terms of the integrand are in 
C(R T ) if k < n l . There is one exception: the case k = n l ; then a term like a;,+I U2 
appears in the integrand, but the next derivative is at' so that in computing the 
derivative there is no jump term across C2 (as at is parallel to C2 ), and the jump 
across CI is zero since a;, + IU2 E C *( RT \ C2 ). We omit the details referring to §3. 
Once we know that (atXI)n, +IUj E C(R T ) Vi;;. 3, we can write a formula for 
(at XI) "1 + I U j that is the true achievement of Step 1. Using (4.2) for k = n I + 1 we 
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have 
(4.4) 

(atX1rl+1Uj(X, t) 

= eMj(X't)(I (UO('Y~l(O' x t))) 2(nl + 1) } " 

[ 
-M ( nl + 1 ) 1 + j~1 eA. J L (t - i) /(s+r,2(nl + 1»a;U1a;U2v,r + R1 

Yj (0, X,I) } s,r=O 

'(q, 'Yj-1(q; x, t)) dq), 

where 

(4,5) (i) v,r = 
a}=l, .... " 

,,' = {,,;, ... '''~(nl + I)} 

Efi!"il.;;2(nl + 1) -(r+s) 
a~~s; a~ =:s;r; a~:.s;;2(1l1 + 1) -I, i~ 3 

h,,(u, x, t)(t - i)/(I"II+I,,2 1.o> 

12(nl +l)(UO) is a Coo function depending on a;uo for r < 2(n1 + 1), and m, H", hi are 
Coo functions of their arguments. In (4.4) the various singular terms are separated, 
and each will be treated in a different way. 

REMARK 4.1. Formula (4.4) does not make sense if n1 = -1. That case is, however, 
much easier. In fact, one of the major problems if n1 ~ ° is the term R 1, as there is 
no higher order derivative of uj , j ~ 3, that is bounded or integrable near (0, i). 
Instead, if n1 = -1, Xfu j and ajuj are bounded in certain regions containing (0, i). 
We will explain how to deal with the case n1 = -1 later on. 

In computing higher order derivatives of uj using (4.7), we create inside the 
integral derivatives like X:a;1 + 1ur, i, r = 1,2, whose behavior we must now investi-
gate. We set up an inductive argument that will show, at the same time, the bounds 
on such derivatives and the continuity across 0, j ~ 3, of the derivatives of u up to 
the order (n1 + n1 + 1 + 2)p. For this purpose we must study in great detail the 
behavior of certain derivatives of the solution near the "bad" characteristics C1 and 
C2 • 

We assume the following inductive hypothesis for 

n1 + 2 ~ k ~ (n1 + n1 + 1 + 2)p: 

(4.6) All the derivatives of order k of the solution u are in the space 

C(R r \(Cl U C2 )). 
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x = 1'(32 (t) 
t = t(31 (X) 

FIGURE 4.1 

Moreover, the following bounds are true 'iI/3 E (0,1) (see Figure 4.1): 
(i) 

Ixk-sasu I(x t) ~ M [1 + x-(k-s)/p-s+n, +l+l/p] 1 xr , ~ 1 , r = 1, .. . ,n, 

(
0, ... ,k 

s = O, ... ,n + 1 if (x, t) E nf' == {x> 0, tpJx),.; t,.; ypl(X)}, 

where tp,(x) = /31Yl~!(X; 0, i) + (1 - /31)i and t = Ypl(X) is the upper branch of the 
inverse of the function x = /3Yl(t; 0, i). (The two regions are sketched in Figure 4.1.) 

(ii) 
la/-sa~url(x, t),.; M 2[1 +(y(x, t)) -(k-s)/p-s+n,+I+l!p], r = 1, .. . ,n, 

(
0, ... ,k 

s-
O, ... ,n + 1 

if (x, t) E nf2 == {x < 0, t,.; YP21(x)}, 

if (x, t) E n:3 == {x < 0, t ~ YP21 ( X ) or x > 0, t ~ Yp 1 ( X ) } , 

where Yp2l(X) is the upper branch of the inverse function of the integral curve 
through (0, t) of the vector field (-/32Al' 1) for /32 E (0,1). 

(iii) If} ~ 3 and k ~ 2(nl + 1), then 

sup Ixt-2(n,+I)L2(n,+I)u/x, t)1 
(x .t)En~' unf' 

,.; M3(1 + x-(k-2(n, +1)-I)/p+(n, +2)(I-I/p»), 
and 

sup latk-2(nl+l)L2(nl+l)u/x, t)1 
(x.1) E nf2 u n~2 

,.; M4(1 +(y(x, t)f(k-2(n1+ll-l)/p+(n1+2)(I-I/P »). 
Step 2. Proofs of the bounds on xt-sa~Uj' i, } = 1,2. 
We suppose the inductive hypothesis (4.6) true for k. We explicitly show the 

bound for xt-sa~Ui' as atk-sa~Ui can be treated likewise after the usual change of 
coordinates that exchanges the role of at and Xi' 
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We first consider a bound for a;+lu;, i = 1,2 and k ::::;; (n1 + n1 + 1 + 2)p in the 
region Q~' = {(x, I): x> 0, I::::;; Ip,(X)}. The problem is that the line 1= i lies in 
this region, where Xl and at are parallel. This hinders us from using the procedure of 
§3. 

However, recalling equalities (2.7), we have in Q~': 
(4.7) 

y(x, I) = x - G(y(x, I), 1)(1 - i)P ~ c1{x -(lp.(X) - iyG(y(x, I), I)) 

= c1x [1 - .8fG(y, 1)( G(y( x, Y1~l(x; 0, t)), Y1-,l(x; 0, i)) f1] ~ c2x 

if .81 E (0,1) is small enough and t ~ i. 
(4.8) (i -t + y1/p (X, t)) ~ i -Y1-,~(X; 0, i) 

~ C1X 1/ p if i ~ t ~ Y1~~(X; 0, i). 
The case k = n1 + 2 follows immediately from (2.5)(ii) and (4.7), (4,8). Let us 
suppose now that hypothesis (4.6) is true for k. Then 
(4.9) 

(a;u 2)(x, t) = { (a;/2)(x, q) dq + a;uO(x) 

k-(nl +1)-1 
+ L a;-(n, + l)-s-l [( a~+ n, + 1/2 (u)) ax Yl.:] (x,y,-.~(x:O,i)' 

s=O 
Using basically the same procedure of Lemma 3.1 we get 
(4.10) 

(a;+lu 2 )(x, t) = {{it1 aJ2a;+lu; + "i={,,;~.'''~+d h,,(u)TIa:iu; 
L7~d"l.;;;k + 1: max "j.;;;k 

;=l,. .. ,n 

+Lk+1(a~U~(x); s::::;; k + 1 and r = 1, ... ,n) 
k-(n, +1) 

+ " ak-(n, +l)-s [A-1as+n, +1/ ] -I _ i... x 1 x 2 (X,YI._(X:O,tl) 
s=O 
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where LUi is a smooth function of its arguments. We can rewrite (4.10) in the form 

(4.11) (a;+lu 2 )(x, t) = 101 C~i aJ2a;+lu j )(x, q) dq + R(u, x, t). 

An estimate for R(u, x, t) is easily derived using the inductive hypothesis and the 
expression for Ai(X, Yi~~ (x; 0, i)): 

(4.12) 

IR(u, x, t)1 ~ c3x-(Ui)+n1 +i+i/p , 

In fact, the most singular term in R(u, x, t) is 

which satisfies the desired bound. To bound the derivative of U i we can now use the 
usual procedure: 

(4.13) 

where 

Let 

then 

(4.14) 

n 

Xia;Ui = (adi + cJlxAi)a;Ui + L aJia;u j + Fi,k-i(U, x, t) 
i=2 

j,j 

(a;Ui)(x, t) = e M1 (X'/){ { e- M1 (x,T) j~2 (aJia;u j + Fi,k-i)( Yi(r; x, t), r) dr 

and 

where 

+ (a;uO)( Yi~~(O, x, t»} 
~(x, t) E g~l, 
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We can now substitute (4.15) inside (4.11). Let t. be a positive number to be 
chosen later; we obtain 
(4.16) 

sup Ixk+l-(nl+l+l/p)a;+lu2{X, t)1 
(x ,t)EO~1 

sup Ixk+l-(nl+l+l/p)a;+lu2{X, t)liad2{X, r)i dr + (sup lad21) 
(X,I)EO~I 

sup {xk+l-(n l +1+l/p) l' dr [ ds la2 / 1a;+lu2 ( Yl{S; x, r), s)1 + c1} 
(X,t)EO~1 0 0 

t~tE 

~ C2 + sup Ixk+ l-(nl + 1+ l/p)a;+ l U2 lt. sup la2/21 
(X,t)EO~1 

t~tE 

Recalling (2.7) and (4.7), we have the desired estimate for a;+lu2, provided that t. is 
small enough. One can iterate this argument sufficiently many times in order to get 
the estimate in all of Of I. In fact, the time interval t. depends only on/1,j2' and the 
geometry of the system. Using this estimate for a;+lu2 and (4.15), one can easily 
obtain the estimate for a;+lu1 (actually better because the absence of the term 
created by the jump discontinuity across C1 in a;+lu2Iets us gain a factor x 1/ p). 

We can now go on to the estimate for Xtla~2U;, i = 1,2, and n1 + 1 ~ SI + S2 ~ k 
+ 1. If i = 1 and SI ~ 1, we can change the order of the derivatives and use the 
system and the inductive hypothesis to get the desired result. We focus on the case 
Xtla~2u2' 

We start with the region Of I, where we already know the bound on a;+lu;, 
i = 1,2. We can express Xtla~2U2 in terms of a~1 +s2U2 and XlO!u}, a + f3 < SI + S2: 

(4.17) 
(i .{3; .;= 1, ... tn 

Ei(l",il+lpil),",SI +S2- 1 
E i l",il,",sl-1 

;,} 

where l(m, n) is given by (4.3). (The formula is easily proven by induction.) To get 
the desired estimates it is sufficient to plug in equality (4.17), the bound on a~1 +s2U2' 
and the inductive hypothesis (4.6). For example, consider the last term in (4.17) (that 
is actually the most singular one). Using the bounds on a~1 +S2U2 we get 

laSI{t - i)'l(p-l)a~I+S2U21 ~ cit - iIS, (P-l)x-(Sl+s2)+(n, +l)+l/P 

~ x-s2-sl/p+n2+1+1/p as in Ofl It - i( ~ c1x. 
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We are now going to find a similar bound in the region nfl = {(x, I): x > 0, 
I,8Jx) ~ I ~ Yil(X)} (see Figure 4.1). In this region we have, in the inductive 
hypothesis, the restriction S2 ~ n + 1. The basic fact is that in this region the 
following relation between x and I holds: 
(4.18) blx> (I - i)P > b2x. 
The technique is always the same, and we refer to §3 for further details. We already 
know from Theorem 3.1 that for S2 ~ n + 1 the function X{la~2u2 is continuous in 
nfl. Using (3.3) and (3.4) with i = l,j = 2, and taking (x, 11) as initial point, where 
11 is a fixed number such that 1,8 (x) > 11 > 18(X), l) < /31 «x, 11) E n~l), we have 
(4.19) I 

(X{I-la~2U2)(X, I) = eM2(X'I)(Xt,-la~2U2)(X, 11) 

+fl e M2 (X,tl- M2 (x,ql( ~ af x SI- laS2 u + F l(x q) dq £.., 1 2 1 x 1 2,s, - 2 , , 
~ i=l 

i*2 
where we have the following expressions for M2 and F2,s,-2: 
(4.20) 

(i) 
exp(M2(X, I) - M 2 (x, r)) 

(ii) 
F2,s,-2 = 

= exp ( { [ad2 + Xl log a:~l ](x, q) dq ) 

+exp({ a2f2 + al(logAl ) + AlaxlogAl - Xl loga2Yl(X, q)dq) 

= Al(x, I)All(x, r)exp ({ hex, q) dq) = Al(x, I)All(x, r)e M2 (X,r,tl. 

0:;,,8; 

E;(lo:;I+IP'I)..;s, +s2- 2 
a5~sl -1.f3} -S2 

+ S~2SI~-r(xr+l~) 
r=l q=O 1 asYl 

1,./ 

Cr,q(X{,-2-r-qa2YIAll)(Xf(Xl - al)a~2U2 

+ ( Xl a:~l) alylA11X{' -2a~2f2 if S2 = n l + 1, 

C (xs,-2-r~qa Y )xQaS2 +1u r,q 1 2 1 1 x 2 

( A) ( 5, - 2 ( a ) + X_I "xq 2Yl X SI- 2-q(X - a )aS2u lay £.., 1 All I x 2 
2 1 q= 1 1 

if S2 < n + 1, 

wh'ere Fa ,,8 are smooth functions of their arguments. 
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With the usual technique we compute X{'a~2U2 starting from (4.19): 
(X{'a~2U2)(X, t) 

= (X1M 2(x, t»(X{,-la~2U2)(X, t) + eM2(X·t)Xl(X{,-la~2U2)(X, t1) 

+A e M2 (X.I)jt (~X (e- M2F ) + (a A )F e- M2 
1 A 1 2,s,-2 I 1 2,s,-s 

I, 1 

(4.21) 

+[ -M2(,-1 _ '-I)aj xs,-las2 ] _ } e I\i 1\1 i 2 1 x U i <x,Y,~lx;o,t) . 

We know how to bound all the derivatives appearing on the r.h.s, of (4.21). In fact, 
after having applied the system, the only derivative of order k + 1 present in the 
formula is 

X1(( X{,-la~2U2)(X, t1») = (AlaXX{,-la~2U2)(X, t1), 
for which we can first change the order of the derivatives and then apply the 
estimates valid in region n~'. The most singular term in (4.21) is 

e M2 (x,I)A (x t)f~X (e- M2 (F + a j x s,-las2 u ))(x r) dr l' Al 1 2,s, - 2 1 2 1 xI' . 

We show how to deal with it. The remaining terms can be treated likewise and turn 
out to be much easier. 

Recalling (4.18) (still valid if {31 is replaced by 8) and (4.20)(ii), we have the 
following bound for the integrand: 

(4.22) 
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Hence, 

(4.23) 

IX{'o~2u2(x, t)1 
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.,. CIt AI(~' t) I [ 1 _ (X-s,/p-s2+n,+1+2/p) + X- s,/p-s2+ n,+I+I/p + 1] dr 
I, (r-t)P- (r-t) 

This completes the proof of Step 2. 
Step 3. Continuity of Xrk+I(OtXIY' +IU i , r = 1,2, i = 1, ... ,n, across Cj,j ~ 3, for 

k + 1 .,. (nl + nl + 1 + 2)p - 2(nl + 1). 
First of all we reduce the problem to proving the continuity of Xrk+I(OtXI)n, +IUj 

across S' j ~ 3. In fact, if we assume that our inductive hypotheses are true for k, 
and we consider Ui near S for i =1= j, we have that XiXt<OtXI)n, +IU i and 
J0Xlk(OtXI)n, + lUi are continuous together with J0Xt<OtXIY' + IUj (the first using the 
system, the latter using a technique like the one in §3). The only other derivative we 
need to examine in order to show that the solution 

is either Xk+l(':lx)n,+lu. or ok+l(ox)n,+lu. J.~ 3 We choose the first or the I u t I J t I I J' "" . 
second according to the sign of A j" We fix the index j from now on. Let us assume 
for definiteness that A j is positive; we then choose to show the continuity of 
xt+I(OtXI)n,+luj across S. We first need a change of coordinates that symmetrizes 
the vector fields Xl and Ot and, at the same time, makes the vector field Xj parallel to 
ox· 

Let cp be the function cp: (x, t) --+ (x, Y), Yj = Yj-I(O; x, t), and let 1/; be the 
function 1/;: (x, Y) --+ (w, Y), w = y(i; x, y), where y(r; x, y) is the curve through 
(x, y) such that 

We have that 

X --+."X =." 1 ° --+ (J}X = (J) I 
.p 0 .p (~ ) .p 0 .p (_~ ) 

I + l't - l' 

where .", (J), ~j are smooth functions bounded away from zero in RT" CI is mapped 
onto y iYj; 0, i) and C2 onto y_(Yj; 0, i), symmetric curves with respect to the Yj axis. 
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REMARK 4.2. The line w = ° in the (w, y)-plane is mapped by rp-l 0 t/;-l onto the 
curve through the point (0, I) tangent to the vector field (Al/2z, 1) in the plane 
(x, I), with z = 1 - A1/2A j • 

We can now start to compute higher order derivatives using ( 4.4). We apply the 
following rules: 

(4.24) (a) On the term containing (t - 1)2(n, +l)(p-l)a;l +lu1a;1 +lU2 we take the 
right kind of derivative near each C;, i = 1,2, so that the integral makes sense. 
Figure 4.2 describes the procedure: 

FIGURE 4.2 

The picture describes the paths of the two integrals in the difference quotient and 
shows how to compare the two integrands along the right characteristics. The 
segment PIP2 gives a term at (0, y). Namely, working in the (w, y)-plane we have 

X+ fW F(u; q, yJ dq = (-AIF)(wo, yJ + fO {X_F +(-aw~l)F}(q, Yj) dq 
% % 

+ l w {x+F+(aJ1)F}(q, yJ dq +(2~lF)(0, yJ. 
o 

(b) Inside the integrals containing (I - 1)'(n,+1+s.2(n1 +1))a su an, + 1u s:!( n we 
x 1 x 2' "" l' 

take a at derivative. This also gives a term at (w, y). 
(c) The term Rl in (4.4) is the sum of n - 3 terms like h;(at X1)n, +lU;; in front of 

each of them we create the operator X;; this also gives n - 3 terms at (w, y). 
(d) In front of the remaining terms we take an Xl derivative. 
(e) Since Mj = f:'oh(u, q, y) dq, we compute its derivatives by first creating inside 

the integral the operator L and then mimicking the procedure described in (a)-(d). 
Let F +, F_, F; be the differential operators defined by 
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Applying rules (4.24) to formula (4.7) we get 

+ fO F_( e-MJ (t - i)2(n, + I)(p-I) I", + I.", +1 0;, +1 ulo;' + I U2)( x( q, Yj)' t( q, .Y;») dq 
"-'0 

(4.25) 

+ r F_ ( ~ e-Mj (t - i/(r+", +1.2(n, + I» Ir.", + I a; UI 0;" + I U 2 ) (x( q, Yi)' t( q, Yj») dq 
""0 r=O 

+ it3 [( F;( e-MJhi (u)(o,Xd n, +I Ui )( x( q,'y;), t( q, Yi» dq 

i=#j 

where L 2(n, + 1)+ 1 is smooth in its arguments and Wo = w( 'Yj-1(0, x, t), 0). Expanding 
the derivative in the last integral and using the system, we get an expression like 

Using this expression it is easy to recognize that in the r.h.s. of (4.25) there are no 
derivatives of order 2(nl + 1) + 1 of u (unless n1 = -1, but this case will be treated 
separately in Remark 4.3). Moreover, all the functions contained in the integrands 
are bounded in the region of integration. 
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REMARK 4.3. Our procedure is not valid if n1 = -1, since (4.4) does not hold in 
this case. To deal with this case we first notice that for i = 1,2 the following formula 
holds (see 4.2): 

(XdJ(x, t) ~ eM,«·,)l(X;UJ(X" to) 

Moreover, 

+ fX e~Mj ( i:, aJjX1ur + ho(u)( q, Yj-l( q; X, t)}) dq1. 
Xo J r= 1 r"pj 

(X1uJ(x(0, Yj)' t(O, Yj)) = [(1 - ~: )atUj + ~:fj ](x(o, yJ, t(O, yJ). 

Applying twice the usual trick, we get 

(4.26) 

(X1yJ( x( w, y), t( w, Yj)) 

~ eM](""{ (X, u')( x( 0, y,), t( 0, y,») 

+ l w [e~MJ ( i:, arfjx1ur + hol](q, Y) dq} 
o J r=1 r"pj 

~ eM]«'''{ f l e Mt~ a,~x, u, + ho) 1( q, y) dq 

+ (~:fj )(X(O, y), t(O, y)) 

+ -~;) e MJ(o'Y+'( uOk'(O; x, i»)) 

+ f~ [e-MiC~; a,~u, +ho) j<q, y) dq n 
Formula (4.26) is almost identical to the three terms in (4.25) corresponding to rule 
(4.24)(a). In fact, for the case n1 = -1, we can just keep applying that rule, avoiding 
the following complicated procedure. 
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Examining the r.h.s. of (4.25) it is easy to get the continuity of X1(atXt l +lU;) 

across C)' as all the terms are either continuous across ~ or (the ones at (0, Y;» tend 
to zero as (x, t) tends to ~ (corresponding to Yj - t, which implies that ~l tends to 
zero). We can repeat the same argument for j = 3, ... ,n, obtaining that u E 
c2(n l +l)+1(R T \(Cl U C2». 

For later purposes we rewrite (4.25) as 

(4.27) 
(Xl(atXlrl+1Uj)(x, t) 

where 

A i. = (2' -Mj ~ L-r,nl+la' anl+1 (_ -)/(r+nl +I,2(n'+I)))( ) . 
.I,p "Ie 4. xUlx u2 t t x,t, 

r-O 

A},u = t F_ [ ( e- Mj (t - i)2(nl + I)(p-I) in, + I.n, + I a;' + I ula;' + I U2) ] ( x (q, .vi)' t( q . Yi)) dq 
Wo 

+ 1"' F + ( e-MJ (t - i)2(n, + I)(p-I) in, +I,n, + la;, + I u1a;" + I U2)< X( q, y), t( q, y)) dq 
o 

+ Z + (2X l e- Mj Ln, + I.n, +1 (t - i)2(n, + I)(p-I)a;, + IUla;, +2 U2)( X(O, Yj)' t(O, Yj»)' 

Z includes all the terms containing the factor (t - t)2(n,+1)(p-l) created in the other 
integrals. In A),b we gather the terms containing a;, + lU 2; in A),d' all the rest. The 
subscripts a, b, d of A) refer to which of the rules (4.24) we are going to apply in 
taking the next derivative. 

We now suppose that UEc2(n,+1)+k(R T \(C1 UC2». We need an explicit 
expression for xNatx1YI +lUj . We have it already for k = 1 (4.25), and the 
following formula gives it for k:r:;; 2(nl + l)(p - 1) + p. One can then use rules 
(4.24) to compute X{+1(atx1YI +lUj , obtaining at the same time the continuity 
across Cj and the proof of the formula itself by induction. 

(4.28) 
(xNatx1r' +lUj )(x, t) 

k . 

= L (7)(xt-'e Mj ){ 12(n,+1)+'(UO) 
1=0 

+Aj,a(x, t) + Aj,b(X, t) + Aj,Ax, t) + Aj,p(x, t)}. 
The expressions of Aj are rather complicated, and before we can give them we need 
some notation. 

Let ai, pi be 2n multi-indices. Then we define 
(4.29) (i) H~,p(u) = fl(xf~a;~Ul)(xf;a;;U2)fl(Xf~La~Ui)' s = 1,2, 

r 

(ii) Wa lJ(U) = fl Aai Aai Aai BPi BPi BPi 
P ira i'b i rd ; ~ i b ; d· i=3, ... ,n ' , , , , , 

r 

The B/,s are defined in (4.30), which gives a compact expression for XfMj • The 
procedure used to compute this derivative is similar to rules (4.24), and we write, 
similarly to (4.27) (4.28), 
(4.30) XtMj = B/.a + B/.b + B/. d + Bj,p' 
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If s ..,;:;; 2(nl + 1) then the BJ's are given by 
(4.31) Bj,a = Bj,b = 0; 

B/,p(x, t) = 
ci = { ai' ... ,a~ }. i = 1, ..• 11 

E,(la]I+lpi l).;;s-l 
a;.a;~nl +1 

S ( ) _ jW(X,t) 
Bj,d x, t -

Wo a' 
Eila'l.;;s 

a;.a~.;;[(s+1)j21 
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·(x(q, Yj)' t(q, Y)) dq. 
If s > 2(nl + 1) we define (recalling thatYj = y/x, t), w = w(x, t)) 
(4.32) 

B s ( ) = l W(X,t) 
j,a x, t 

o 

s-2(11]+1) L (t - i)/(2(n]+1),2(n]+1)+k) 

k=O 

s-2(n] +1) 

L ha ,(3H;,(3 (x(q, Y), t(q, Y;)) dq 
a',p' 

Ei(lail+ IP]I).;;s - k 
maxi;d,Ao:;.a; .a~/2)~ 111 + 1 

L (t - i)/(2(n]+1),2(n]+1)+k) 

k=O 

L h~,(3H7;,(3 (X(q, Y), t(q, Y)) dq 
a l .f31 

Ei(la'I+IP'1) ';;s- k 
maxi;;;'3.r(a;.a;,a~/2)~nl +1 

a',p' 
L h~,(3(H;,(3 + H7;,.B)} (X(O, yJ, t(O, yJ); 

E i (la'I+IP'I).;;2(n] +l)+r-k 
maxi;;d.r(a;,a;.ll'~/2)~nl +1 
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B S (X t) = jW(X,t) {an, +lU 
J,b ' x 2 

wQ(x,t) 

S ( ) _ jW(X,t) 
Bj,d X, t -

wo(x,t) 

BJ.p{x, t) = 

LUCIO MICHELI 

ci. rl ,(!JI ,v 
Li(la'I+I19'I+I>iD<;;s~(n, +1)~v 

maxi;>3.,(a~,a~/2)<;;n, +1;a;<;;nl;1/~,19:<;;s~2(nl +1) 

'(X{q, y), t{q, y» dq; 

L (t _ i)'(la'I+la2I ,la'I+la21 +v) 

a i ,r/ J!Y ,v 
Li( la'i + 11/11 +119il) <;;5 ~ V 

a'; ~ nl ;a~.o:~/2~ nl +- 1 
1/~,19:<;;s~2(n, +1) 

a i ,fJi , 1/' ,19' ,v 
Li(lail+ 1fJ'1 + l1/i l+ 1(91 ) <;;s ~ v ~ 1 

maxi;> 3.,( a;,a; ,a~/2) <;; n! + 1; 1/~,19: <;;s ~ 2(n! + 1) 

.h~'1/,eJ,p(U{X, t)H~,pW1/' (())(X, t), 

where the functions h depend smoothly on u, x(q, y/x, t)), t(q, y/x, t)), w(x, t), 
andYj(x, t). 

The recursive definition (4.32) is consistent for n1 ;?; 0, since it contains only A; 
and B; on the right side with k ::s:;; s - 2(nl + 1). 

We can now give the expressions for Ai, which are almost identical to the 
corresponding ones for BI, except for Ai,p' 

(4.33) Ai,a = l W(X,l) { t (t _ i)/(2(n, +1),2(n! +l)+k) 

o k~O 

a~i ga,p{u, X, t)e-MjH~'P} 
Li(lail+lfJ'D<;;s~k +2(n! + 1) 

max;~ 3.r( a~ .0.; .a~/2) ~ "l +- 1 

·(x{q, y), t{q, y)) dq 
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L e-~ga . .B(u, x, t)H: . .B} 
ai.p' 

Li(lail+lpil)".;s-k+2(nl +1) 
maxi ;.3.r( a~.a; .a~/2)".; nl + 1 

·(x(q, Yj)' t(q, Y)) dq 

+ L x{-l-r L (t _ i)/(2(nl +l).2(n1 +l)+V)+P-l s-1 { r 

r=O v=O 

a~i e-MJg~,.B(Hl,.B + H:,.B)}(O, yJ; 

Li(lail+lpil)"'; 2(nl + 1) +r-v 
maxi;>3.r(a~.a: .o:~/2)~nl + 1 

AS =jW(X.t){e-Mianl+lU " 
J,b x 2 £.., 

wo(x,t) ai,(7Ji.ri,v 
Li(lail+l(J1il+llJil)"';s+(nl +l)-v 

AS -j,d -

A~ = J,P 

j W(X,t) { 

wo(x .1) 

a~ ~nl: maxi~3.r(a; .a~/2)~nl + 1 ~ll~~s-l 

(xi .e;i ,Tl.v 
Li(lail+l(J1il+llJil)".;s+2(nl + 1) - v 

maxi~3.,.( a~ .a~/2):s;; nl + 1; a;:s;; nl: Tl~~s-1 

ai ,pi. r/.d.v 
Li(lail+lpil+I'{I+Itl1'I)".;s-l + 2(nl + 1) - v 

maxi;.3.r( a~,a~/2)".; nl + 1: a;".; nl 
TJ~:s;;s-l.l!J::s;;s-l 
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where the functions g" depend smoothly on u, w(x, t), y/x, t), x(q, y/c, t», and 
t(q, v/x, t). 

To understand how these complicated expressions arise, we refer to (4.25). Each of 
the Aj's is the result of the iterated application of rules (4.24), being careful to 
replace X{(a I X1)n1+1u;, i ~ 3, each time by their expression in terms of A: and Bt-
We want to show that for k ~ 2(nl + l)(p - 1) + P the integrals involved make 
sense and (4.28) actually defines a function that is continuous across 0 \ {(O, t)}. 
The basic observation is that for s ~ 2(nl + l)(p - 1) the quantities 

i = 1,2, 
are integrable along certain segments of 0, namely on the right of the curve w = ° if 
i = 1, and on the left if i = 2. In fact, using the inductive hypothesis, we have, in the 
region w > ° where x > c1(t - i)p, 
(4.34) IK;I ~ c2(t - i)2(n1 +1)(p-l)-Sx-(2(n1 +1)(p-l)+p-S)/P+l/P ~ C3X-1+l/p. 

In the region w < 0, wherey(x, t) ~ c4(t - i)p, we have, similarly, 

(4.35) IKs21 ~ cs(y(x, t)r1 + 1/ p . 

Lemma 2.2 insures that the functions X- 1+ 1/ p andy-l+l/p are integrable along any 
jth characteristic, 0 included. Hence, the integrals in AL and B/a make sense and 
are continuous across Cj for k ~ 2(nl + l)(p - 1) + p (corresponding to a deriva-
tive of order less than or equal to (n1 + n1 + 1 + 2)p), being a linear combination 
of terms, the most singular of which are similar to K I and K 1 for 

k ~ 2(nl + l)(p - 1) + p. 
The terms at (0, y) in AJ.a and B/a tend to zero as (x, t) tends to Cj • In fact, 
recalling Remark 4.2, at (0, y) estimates (4.6)(i), (ii) both apply. Hence, using the 
inductive hypothesis it is easy to recognize that the most singular term can be 
bounded as follows: 

(4.36) Ixt-1-r{(t - i)2(n1 +1)(p-l)+P-1-V(X{-V + a:- v ) 

. (a;1+ 1u1a;1+ 1U 2)}(x(0, Yj)' t(O, Yj))1 

. (X{-V + a:-V)(a;1+1ula;1+1u2)}(0, yJI. 

Now if (x, t) tends to 0 thenYj -+ i and so does t(O, y/x, t». Hence, the left side 
of (4.36) goes to zero for k ~ 2(nl + l)(p - 1) + P unless r = v = 0, s = k - 1, 
k = 2(nl + 1)( P - 1) + p. In that case one has to prove the continuity of 
(a;l +lu1a;1 +lU2)(0, y) across (0, i). Here the parity of p plays a role. In fact, since p 
is even, the two characteristics C1 and C2 do not cross, and (a;l + lu1a;1 +lU2)(0, y) is 
continuous across (0, i) even if n1 = n 2 , so both derivatives have jumps. (If p is odd 
this is not true, and this is the only difference in the two cases.) This ends the proof 
that A;.a and B/a are well defined and continuous across 0 \ {(O, i)}. The same is 
true for AJ.b' AJ.d' B/b, B/d since the functions present in those integrals are 
bounded and continuous by the inductive hypothesis and their recursive definition. 
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Finally, A;.p and B/p are continuous across Cj, since in their expression only 
derivatives of order at most 2(n1 + 1) + k - 1 appear, and these are continuous by 
the inductive hypothesis. 

The proof by induction of (4.32) and (4.33) is a long but straightforward 
application of the rules in (4.24). (See [7] for details.) 

Step 4 Proofs of the bounds on xk+l-sasu and Xk-2(1I1+1)L2(1I1+1)U i = 1 2 
* I X J I k" , 

j ~ 3. 
In the proof of the continuity of X1k+1-2(1I1 +1)L2(1I1 +l)Uj contained in Step 3, we 

used the inductive hypothesis at Step k, but we have been very careful not to create 
any derivative of order k + 1 (except, of course, of uo). We can then use formula 
(4.28), with k replaced by k + 1, to prove (4.6)(iii). We focus on X1k- 2(1I1 +1)L2(1I1 +l)uj ; 

atk- 2(1I1 +l)L 2(111 +l)Uj can be treated likewise. 
We first expand Xf-1+1e Mj using (4.30). Examining the right side of (4.28) we 

easily recognize that the only unbounded functions present are Aj;p and Bj.>P' with ° ~ 11' 12 ~ k + 1. Recalling definitions (4.32) and (4.33) we have, for 11 + 12 ~ k + 
1 - 2(n1 + 1), 

IAjl.p(x, t ) Bj:/x, t)1 

( " '2 ~ c1 v~o v~o[(t - i)'«1I1+1).(1I1+1)+Vl)+p-1X-(/I-Vl-1) + 8".0 ] 

. [(t - i) '(11, +1.111 +1+V2)+p-1X -(/2- V2- 1)/P + 8'2,0]) 
I I-{k + 1- 2(11, + 1) -l)/P+(II, + 2)(1- l/p) 

~ c2 X • 

The bounds on x1k - S a;Uj now follow easily from (4.6)(iii). This ends the proof of 
the inductive hypothesis (4.6). 

We have then proved the following theorem: 

THEOREM 4.1. Let u be the solution of system (2.1) with initial data satisfying 
condition (2.3). Then 

5. A counterexample. In this section we present an example that shows how the 
regularity result across Cj obtained in §4 cannot be improved in general. We use the 
same example presented in [4] but with different initial data. We will constantly refer 
to the quoted paper for further details. Consider the following system: 

where 

(a/at + p(t - 1)p-1a/ ax )v = 0, v(x,O) = VO(x), 
a/atw = v, 

(a/at + a/aJz = D+z = wv, 

w(x,O) = 0, 
z(x,O) = 0, 

x ~ 1, 

x ~ 1. 
Let ~1 be the region shadowed in Figure 5.1 and Xn1 its characteristic function. 
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x 

FIGURE 5.1 

We have the following expressions for D, W, and z: 
(5.1) 

( ) 0 ( ( ) p ) ( (x - (t - IV fl + 1 = V (x, t) 
D x, t = D X - t - 1 + 1 = 

2(x -(t - 1Vf1 + 1 = 2v(x, t) in ~1' 

w(x, t) = l' v(x, q)(l + X(l) dq = A(x, t) + B(x, t), o 1 

where 

A (x, t) = l' v ( x, q )x (l dz. o 1 

(5.2) z(x, t) = 1 (A + B)v(l + X(lJ(x(s), t(s)) ds, 
C+(x, t) 

where x( s), t( s) is the arc length parametrization of the backward D + characteristic 
C +(x, t) from (x, t). It is easy to realize that 

1 [Bv(l + X(lJ + 2Av] is smooth in ~1 \( C4 u C5 )· 
C+(x,t) 

Moreover, 

Clearly, A is different from zero only inside or above the region ~1' The function 
inside the last integral in (5.3) is then always zero if (x, t) is below C3 • If (x, t) is 
above C3 the only part of the path of integration on which Ax R2\(l1 does not vanish 
is the segment with endpoints (0, 'T) and «d - 1)p, d) (see Figure 5.1). In that 
region 

11 + x 1/ p ( p) n + 1 1 1/ A (x, t) = x - (q - 1) 1 dq = C 1 X nl + + p. 
l-x1/ p 



Then 
(5.4) 
1(d-1)P 

o 

SINGULARITIES FOR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 

(Av)(q, q + 7) dq 

1(d-1)P ( )n +1 
= C1 qnl +1+1/p q -(q + 7 - IV 1 dq 

o 
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(d - 1)(nl +nl +1+2)p+1C1 { rnl+1+1/P(r - [r(d - I)P-1 + ~ = ~ rr1 + 1 dr 

(d - 1)(n,+n,+1+2)p+1Clll rnl+l+1/P(r - [(r - 1)(d - IV- 1 + 1] prl +1 dr. 
o 

where we used that 7 - 1 = (7 - d) + (d - 1) = -(d - I)P + d - 1. The r.h.s. of 
(5.3) is (nl + n1 + 1 + 2)p-times differentiable across C3 , but has a jump in the 
(n1 + n1 + 1 + l)p + 1 derivative, since the last integral does not vanish. 
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